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experimental design 

 manipulate independent variables  
 (task components = cognitive processes)  

 measure dependent variables  
 (BOLD signal or performance = neural 
processes) 



overview 

trial presentation => block/event/mixed 
•  maximising fMRI signal (Patricia) i.e. dependent variable 
•  psychological implications for cognitive task i.e. independent variable 

comparing populations  
•  repeated measures  
•  equating performance 

factor manipulation => subtraction/ factorial/parametric 
•  ensures optimal manipulation of independent variable 
•  sophisticated designs e.g. cognitive conjunctions; repetition suppression 

=> consider both in parallel for efficient psychological design 



blocked designs 

Task A Task B Task A Task B Task A Task B Task A Task B 

integrate brain activity over repeated  
presentations of the same task 

time 



event-related designs 

measure brain activity in response to  
a single task 

time 



event-related designs 

measure brain activity in response to  
a single task component  

time 

match oui   non 



fMRI 

  temporal resolution 
  HRF response profile (onset and dispersion as well as amplitude)  
  less sensitive, smaller effects than block 
  more difficult to properly design (randomisation & spacing of events) 

psychology 

  temporal resolution (separate out trial components)  
  complete randomisation of trial-types avoids strategy or set confounds 
  rare or unpredictable events (e.g. oddball-, Posner-type experiments) 
  post-hoc classification as a function of behaviour 

pros & cons of event-related 



post-hoc sorting 

 by performance e.g. accuracy, or RT  
•  e.g. memory retrieval success 
•  performance dictates type of event 

by subjective perception 
•  e.g. visual illusions  
•  perception dictates onset of event 
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Buckner et al (1998) Henson et al (1999) Konishi et al (2000) 
Portas et al (1998) Kleinschmidt et al (1998) 

data-led analysis 



post-hoc sorting: efficiency 

Random (A-B)•  can’t predict condition order 
•  difficult to optimise efficiency 
for SOAs <12s. 

•   for long SOAs, no problem 
•  for short SOAs, random 
responses best 
•  at intermediate SOAs, may be 
difficult to optimise efficiency 

                                



blocked designs 

familiarity categorisation familiarity categorisation familiarity categorisation familiarity categorisation 

examine state- and item-related brain activity 

time 

mixed designs: blocked/event 



mixed designs: blocked/event 

 sustained state-dependent effects 

transient item-related effects 

modulation of item-related activity by  
state-related activity  
(i.e. effect of sustained cognitive context  
on transient evoked response) 



example  

100 secs. 

5 secs. 

Donaldson et al, 2001 



minimises correlation between state and item-related regressors   

Otten et al, 2002 

jitter events 



summary of fMRI Design 

•  Blocked Designs:  
•  Most powerful for detecting activation 
•  Useful for examining state changes 

•  Event-Related Designs:  
•  Better temporal resolution 
•  Can estimate time course of activity 
•  Post hoc trial sorting 
•  Randomisation and rare events  

•  Mixed Designs 
•  Look at state-related and event-related activity and interaction 

between then 
•  More complicated design and analysis 



factor manipulation 

1. subtraction 
 manipulate one factor with 2 discrete levels 

2. parametric 
 manipulate one factor over several linear levels 

3. factorial 
 manipulate 2 (or more) factors orthogonally 

  => interaction term (more than the sum of its 
parts) 



Donders subtraction method - RT experiments 

Logical extrapolation to fMRI  

  Task A = simple RT    Task B = go/no go 

⇒  hrf difference B - A => brain areas related to visual discrimination 

cognitive subtraction 

Task A = simple RT    Task B = go/no go 

RT difference B - A => speed of cognitive processing related to visual discrimination 



pure insertion 

• assumptions  
•   experimental and control task identical except for process of interest 
•   introduction of extra cognitive component does not affect expression of existing 
components 

• discounts psychological interactions 

visual perception 

discrimination 

motor response 

visual perception 

motor response 

simple RT go/no go 

V1, V4 V1,   V4 



minimise confounds 

•  a non-controlled variable varies systematically 
with independent variable  

⇒  ambiguity in interpretation 

•  aim to eliminate any potential confound from 
experiment 

•  common confounds to avoid 

•  visual stimulation / eye movements  
•  motor preparation / motor execution (manual/verbal) 
•  attention 
•  task difficulty 



example 

time = L S 

1000ms 1500ms 

colour =   R   B 

1000ms 1500ms 

⇒  conditions matched for  
•  visual input 
•  motor output Coull et al (2008) 



example 

time = L S 
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time time colour colour 

⇒  conditions matched for  
task difficulty (mental effort/attentional demands) 



example 

time = L S 

1000ms 1500ms 

⇒  conditions matched for  
 motor preparation 

S = L 

L S = 



example 

time = L S 

1500ms 

⇒  conditions matched for  
sustained attention 

1000ms 

time colour 

1000ms 



factorial designs 

•  can minimise confounds by using factorial design 

•  manipulate two or more factors simultaneously 

⇒ effect of each factor separately (main effects) 

⇒ influence of one factor on another (interaction)  
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main effects 



main effects 



main effects 
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main effects 
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interaction 
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confound control 

factorial designs allow confounds to be controlled 
(e.g. task difficulty, visual stimulation, motor responses …) by 
examining interaction term  
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[1-2] 
eye movements or feature conjunction? 

[1-2] - [3-4] 
feature conjunction 

[3-4] 
eye movements 

interaction = difference of differences 



warning 

•  may find significant interaction for reasons that 
may, or may not, be related to hypothesis 

•  plot pattern of activation in all conditions before 
making interpretation Brain 

Activation 

Familiar Familiar Familiar 

Unfamiliar Unfamiliar Unfamiliar 
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example 

Coull et al (1997) 



   (task-control) for placebo 
defines a priori regions => search for drug by task interactions 
   mask drug x task interactions with this main task effect 
better isolates drug modulation of target cognitive processes 

use of masking to  
resolve interactions 

x 
main effect 

mask 

drug effect on task-related activity 

task-control drug x task 



commonalities 

• cognitive conjunctions 

• looking for commonalities/overlap  

 masking - qualitative 
 conjunction - quantitative 

• aims to isolate a process common to all task pairs 

• tests for effect independently of task context 
• task-specific demands factored out 



cognitive conjunctions 

memory for words - look at words 

memory for colour - look at colour 

memory for faces - look at faces 

ST 

PFC 
V4 

FFA 

resulting region uniquely associated 
with process of interest not with any 
context-specific interactions unique 
to each subtraction 

confounds? 



parametric designs 

⇒  avoids search for perfect control task 

•  continuous variation in a 
single task parameter  

•  task for subject remains 
constant, only amount of 
processing varies 

•  regional changes in 
activity as function of 
change in parameter 
reflects sensitivity to 
that parameter 
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Braver et al (1997) 



design-led 

parametric variation of independent variable 
correlate hrf with systematic variation in factor of interest 
(e.g. WM load) 
=> parametric variation by means of appropriately-weighted 

contrast of conditions 
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data-led 

parametric variation of dependent variable 
correlate hrf with behavioural or physiological measure  
(e.g. performance, skin conductance) 
=> parametric modulation of amplitude of regressor 

WM 

WM load 



model-based 

•  parametric modulation of amplitude of regressor (as for 
data-led)  

•  weight regressors using parameters derived from a 
computational model, rather than raw data values 

•  identify parameters that provide best fit (minimal 
difference) between predictions of computational model 
and subjects performance => weight regressors using these 
parameters 

•  provides understanding of mechanism (“how?”), not just 
anatomical location (“where?”) 

parametric variation of computational variable 



repeated stimulus presentation => repeated neuronal firing => 
adaptation of neural response => decreased neural activity 

repetition suppression 

⇒   regions showing 
decreased activity with 
multiple repetitions are 
sensitive to repeated 
stimulus feature 

individual neurons (electrophysiology) 

population of neurons (fMRI) 



greater decrease with increased repetitions (up to 6-8) 

Grill-Spector et al (1999) 

repetition suppression 



example 

LOC selective for objects : response similar for large and small objects 
⇒ BUT “size invariance” could be due to spatial resolution of fMRI that 
averages across sub-populations of highly-selective neurons 

several 100000s neurons 
size invariant 

size sensitive 



example 

LOC selective for objects : response similar for large and small objects 
⇒ BUT “size invariance” could be due to spatial resolution of fMRI that 
averages across sub-populations of highly-selective neurons 

⇒  use RS to test sensitivity of this area to size 

Grill-Spector et al (1999) 



•  no carry-over FX  
•  between-S variability  
(match Ss) 
•  need more Ss  

repeated measures 

•   learning studies 
•   longitudinal studies  

•  minismises variability 
•  carry-over FX  
(counterbalancing) 

• patient studies  
• drug studies  

within-Ss between Ss 



significant effect  
on performance 

  lesion/drug affects function of interest 

  regional changes possibly due to poor 
performance/alternate strategies 
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on performance 

  regional changes reflect drug/lesion 
effect, not performance 

 drug/lesion may not be targeting 
function of interest  

equating performance 

BUT performance & imaging (DVs) both effect 
of manipulation (IV).   

SOLUTION  
covariate of  
no interest 

SOLUTION  
correlation 

BUT insensitive behavioural data? 



summary 

subtraction / factorial / parametric 

design-led data-led 

post-hoc 
sorting 

parametric 
modulation 


